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bstract

This paper presents a novel non-parametric methodology – rough set theory – for accident occurrence exploration. The rough set theory allows
esearchers to analyze accidents in multiple dimensions and to model accident occurrence as factor chains. Factor chains are composed of driver
haracteristics, trip characteristics, driver behavior and environment factors that imply typical accident occurrence. A real-world database (2003

aiwan single auto-vehicle accidents) is used as an example to demonstrate the proposed approach. The results show that although most accident
atterns are unique, some accident patterns are significant and worth noting. Student drivers who are young and less experienced exhibit a relatively
igh possibility of being involved in off-road accidents on roads with a speed limit between 51 and 79 km/h under normal driving circumstances.
otably, for bump-into-facility accidents, wet surface is a distinctive environmental factor.
2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Statistical models, such as linear regression, logistic
egression, Poisson, negative binomial or zero-inflated count
odels (Al-Ghamdi, 2002; Chandraratna et al., 2006; Kim

nd Kim, 2003; Lee et al., 2002; Lord et al., 2005; Maher
nd Summersgill, 1996; Miaou and Lum, 1993; Oh et al.,
004; Ozkan and Lajunen, 2006), have been widely applied
n analyzing the relationships between factors and accidents.
ontributing factors were successfully identified. However,
ue to the extremely complicated relationships among factors
nd the restrictions of data and methods (Elvik, 2003, 2006;
auer, 1997), it has been difficult for researchers to properly
uild links among affecting factors and accident outcomes.
he causes of an accident have usually been described with the
losest-to-accident factors. Researchers, however, have recently
ended to analyze an accident more thoroughly – not only the
ccident itself but also the activities and factors prior to and

ubsequent to the accident. Some accident patterns were found
o be preventable not by correcting driving behaviors but by
djusting behaviors prior to driving (Eby et al., 2000; Simoes,
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003). An accident, therefore, may not occur if one or more
ndesirable activities in this process were removed (Baker and
oss, 1961; Fleury and Brenac, 2001; Reason, 1997).

Modeling accidents as chains or combinations of factors
nd consequences has become an alternative way to understand
he process of accidents. The derived chains imply causality
etween factors and consequences, and are usually called causal
hains (Elvik, 2003) or scenarios (Fleury and Brenac, 2001).
he sequence does not necessarily represent the actual accident
rocess but rather the logical and temporal links between factors
nd consequences (Elvik, 2003). The generating process of
ccidents can be either analyzed by extracting the circumstances
f certain accident consequences (types or severity) or by com-
aring the differences of circumstances between consequences.
he causality between factors and consequences is interpreted
y the derived outcomes, which are usually represented as
ombinations of factors, trees or rules. Several techniques have
een applied in this context including hierarchical ascendant
lustering (Berg et al., 2004; Laflamme and Eilert-Petersson,
997), entropy classification methods (Strnad et al., 1997;
orko and Jović, 2000), classification trees and neural networks

Chang and Wang, 2006; Delen et al., 2006; Karlaftis and

olias, 2002; Sohn and Shin, 2001). In this paper, however,

he aim is to introduce a relatively new method called rough
et theory as a complement to the complicated accident chain
nalysis.

mailto:jtwong@mail.nctu.edu.tw
mailto:yschung.tt93g@nctu.edu.tw
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2006.10.009
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respectively. Quality of approximation of classification X by a
set of attributes can be defined as follows:

γP (X) =
∑n

i=1card(P- Yi)

card(U)

Table 1
Example of accident cases with describing features

Case Driver’s age Vehicle type Climate Accident type

1 Young Motorcycle Sunny Off-road
30 J.-T. Wong, Y.-S. Chung / Accident An

Although it is impossible to model complete causal chains
or each accident because of the data limitation, the results
erived from rough set can be treated as pseudo-causal chains
hich explain the indispensable factors involved in the occur-

ence of a certain type of accident. The word pseudo reflects the
nique essence of each accident where current databases cannot
ontain all the possible factors. Fortunately, the connections
etween accidents and affecting factors can be tested by
lternating the set of factors being considered. Meanwhile, the
haracteristics of critical accident chains, i.e. the derived rules
rom rough set, can be explored by analyzing various linkages
etween factors being considered and the resulted factor
ombinations.

Rough set theory was proposed by Pawlak (1982). It is a
elatively new classification method in data-mining field and has
een shown to be a useful mathematical tool for exploring data
atterns (Greco et al., 2001). Rough set theory is an extension
f set theory; it can effectively handle discrete variables with
ultilevel categories. It is non-parametric and avoids issues

uch as membership functions in fuzzy theory. Instead of null
ypothesis of significance testing, rough set theory provides
n alternative way to evaluate the importance of factors. This
ay partially relieve Hauer’s concern (2004) about confusion

f non-significant factors in statistical sense with unimportant
actors in common sense. Furthermore, the introduced rough
et theory can classify accidents into groups with similar
roperties by considering multiple dimensions that help reduce
he unobserved heterogeneity (Karlaftis and Tarko, 1998). Thus,
e believe that rough set theory has the potential to be a com-
lementary method for analyzing relationships among factors
nd accidents taking into considerations the process of accident
ccurrence.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Rough set
heory is introduced and the research framework is proposed
n Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Thereafter, a real-data set is
dopted to demonstrate rough set and the proposed framework
n Section 4. Discussion follows in Section 5 and conclusions
re drawn in Section 6.

. Rough set theory for exploring accident occurrence

Let U represent the universe, a finite set of objects, and P
enote a set of condition attributes, i.e. affecting factors for the
ccurrence of accidents. For x, y ∈ U, we say that x and y are
ndiscernible by the set of condition attributes P if ρ(x, q) = ρ(y,
) for every q ∈ P where ρ(x, q) denotes the information function.
set that has objects within it that are indiscernible by the set of

ondition attributes P is called a P-elementary set. The family
f all elementary sets is denoted by P*. It represents the smallest
artitions of objects by the specified condition attributes so that
bjects belonging to different elementary sets are discernible and
hose belonging to the same elementary sets are indiscernible.
he P-lower approximation of a set of objects Y (Y ⊆ U), denoted

y P- Y , and the P-upper approximation of Y, denoted by P̄Y , are
efined as

- Y =
⋃

X {X ∈ P∗ and X ⊆ Y}

2
3
4
5

s and Prevention 39 (2007) 629–637

¯ Y =
⋃

X {X ∈ P∗ and X ∩ Y �= ∅}
he objects belonging to the set of lower approximation are those
efinitely definable by the elementary sets, since objects in P- Y

an be fully identified by the elementary sets in P*. On the other
and, those belonging to the set of upper approximation but not
o the set of lower approximation cannot be fully identified by
he elementary sets in P*.

As illustrated in Table 1, five cases are characterized with
hree condition attributes: driver’s age, vehicle type and climate,
nd one decision attribute: accident type. The three condition
ttributes form four elementary sets – {1,3}, {2}, {4}, {5}.
his means that cases 1 and 3 are indiscernible while the other
ases are characterized uniquely with all available informa-
ion. Therefore, the off-road accident type is described with the
ower approximation set, {2}, and the upper approximation set,
1,2,3}. Similarly, the concept of the rollover accident type is
haracterized by its lower approximation set, {4,5} and upper
pproximation set, {1,3,4,5}.

The performance of the specified condition attributes can
e measured with two indicators: accuracy of approximation
nd quality of approximation. Accuracy of approximation rep-
esents the percentage of the associated objects definable with
he specified condition attributes. This can be defined as follows:

P (Y ) = card(P- Y )

card(P̄Y )

here card refers to cardinality. The accuracy value ranges from
to 1. The closer to 1 is the accuracy, the more discernible is

he accident type; i.e. more accident cases of this accident type
re discernible by the elementary sets generated by the specified
ondition attributes. This implies that the associated accident
atterns do exist unambiguously. Following the Table 1 example,
he accuracy of approximation for the off-road type is 0.33(=1/3)
hile that for the rollover type is 0.50(=2/4). This implies the

ollover type can be defined more unambiguously than the off-
oad type with the provided three condition attributes.

On the other hand, quality of approximation represents the
efinable percentage of the whole universe. Let X = {Y1,Y2, . . .,
n} be a classification of U, i.e. Yi ∩ Yj = ∅, ∀i, j ≤ n i �= j and
n
i=1Yi = U. Yi are called classes of X. The P-lower approxi-
ation and P-upper approximation of X are represented by sets

- X = {P- Y1, P- Y2, . . . , P- Yn} and P̄X = {P̄Y1, P̄Y2, . . . , P̄Yn},
Old Automobile Sunny Off-road
Young Motorcycle Sunny Rollover
Middle-aged Motorcycle Sunny Rollover
Middle-aged Automobile Rainy Rollover
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he value of quality ranges from 0 to 1. The closer to 1 is the
uality, the more objects of the universe clearly belong to a single
lass of X. This implies that the accident chains for all accident
ypes can be clearly identified. Accidents thus can be more accu-
ately recognized and corresponding countermeasures devised.
he quality of approximation for the example is 0.60(=3/5). This

mplies that with the provided three condition attributes 60% of
he cases can be unambiguously defined.

To recognize further the details of accident chains, rules need
o be extracted. A rule, representing the critical chain character-
stics of the associated accidents, is a combination of values of
ondition and decision attributes. Theoretically, the maximum
umber of rules is the product of the categories of all condi-
ion attributes. However, some combinations may not show up
ince such accidents have never happened before. A rule exists
f and only if at least one such accident exists. Many rule gen-
ration algorithms have been proposed in recent years (Greco
t al., 2001), but it is beyond this paper’s scope to discuss those
lgorithms. This paper simply applies the most frequently used
lgorithm – minimum covering – to generate rules. Its aim is to
enerate the minimum number as well as the shortest length of
ules to cover all accidents.

In the next section, a research framework will be proposed
o show how to utilize the information provided by an accident
atabase to investigate the links among affecting factors and
ccident outcomes.

. Research framework

An accident database usually consists of three types of infor-
ation: person, vehicle and accident characteristics. These data
ere the observable and recordable information that described

he process of accident occurrence. While the sequence of
ome factors in the process of accident occurrence cannot be
etermined, other factors can be. For example, mode choice and
rip time must have been decided before driving. Consequently,
e can distinguish recorded information into four sets: driver’s

haracteristics, trip characteristics, behavior and environment
actors, and accident information. The first three are the
ondition attributes and the last refers to the decision attribute.
river’s characteristics usually include age, education, race and
ender. Trip characteristics describe the feature of a trip such as
rip time, mode choice and trip purpose. Behavior and environ-

ent (B&E) factors consist of a driver’s on-road behavior, road
nvironment, and natural environment such as cell phone use
nd light condition. Accident is the output of interest such as
ifferent accident types or severity. Thereafter, a typical accident
rocess can be described sequentially – deciding trip-making
haracteristics, driving on roads, and finally, being involved in
n accident – while driver characteristics influence all those
ctivities in different ways. This process is shown in Fig. 1.

In order to examine the contribution of each set of variables in

istinguishing accident types, the factor sets are analyzed with
ough set by different combinations rather than all at once. Seven
pproaches linking these factors sequentially to accidents can be
emonstrated:

t
d
a
s

Fig. 1. Factor structure.

Approach 1. Driver characteristics → accident;
Approach 2. Trip characteristics → accident;
Approach 3. B&E factors → accident;
Approach 4. Driver characteristics → trip characteristics

→ accident;
Approach 5. Driver characteristics → B&E factors

→ accident;
Approach 6. Trip characteristics → B&E factors

→ accident;
Approach 7. Driver characteristics → trip characteristics

→ B&E factors → accident.

All the approaches, except Approach 7, have been well exam-
ned and some interesting results have been found (Sümer, 2003
or Approaches 1, 3 and 5; Eby et al., 2000; Simoes, 2003 for
pproach 4; Lenne et al., 1997; Maycock, 1995; Vollrath et

l., 2002 for Approach 6). However, no research demonstrated
ifferences among those approaches and the associated implica-
ions. Different approaches imply that different sets of condition
ttributes are loaded to describe the occurrence of accidents and
hen different families of elementary sets are generated. Some
ccident types may be well defined by a certain collection of
ondition attributes while others may not be. By comparing the
oaded attributes and classification results, we can distinguish
he essential differences between accident types. Characteris-
ics of factor chains can be obtained which help understand the
ature of occurrence of accidents.

. Empirical study for accident chains exploration

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of rough set theory
nd the proposed approach, an empirical study is presented in
he following.

.1. Data

Taiwan 2003 single auto-vehicle (SAV) accident data is cho-
en to demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of rough set
heory and the proposed framework in accident chain analy-
es. Single auto-vehicle accidents are those in which only a
ingle vehicle is involved. The total number of SAV accidents,
xcluding invalid cases, was 2316. The collected attributes and

heir corresponding categories are summarized in Table 2. Acci-
ent type is chosen as the decision attribute while the other
ttributes are considered as condition attributes. A popular rough
et software, ROSE2 (rough set data explorer), is used in this
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Table 2
Attribute and category

Dimension Attribute Category

Driver characteristics (condition attribute)

Age Under (<18), young (18–35), middle-aged (36–55), old (>55)
Gender Male, female
License type Regular, occupational, military, other
License condition Valid, invalid, unknown
Occupation Student, working people, no job, other, unknown

Trip characteristics (condition attribute)
Trip purpose Work, school, social, shop, sightseeing, business, other, unknown
Trip time Morning peak (07:00–09:00 h), day offpeak (09:00–16:00 h), afternoon

peak (16:00–19:00 h), night offpeak (19:00–23:00 h), midnight to daybreak
(23:00–07:00 h)

Behavior and environment factors (condition attribute)

Protect equipment use Use, no use, unknown
Cell phone use Use, no use, unknown
Drinking condition Drinking, not drinking, other
Road type Highway, other
Speed limit 50−, 51–79, 80+
Road shape Intersection, segment, ramp, other
Pavement material Asphalt, other, no pavement
Surface deficiency Normal, other (e.g. holes, soft, and so on)
Surface status Dry, wet, other
Obstructiona Yes, no (within 15 m)
Sight distance Good, poor (based on road design speed)
Signal type Regular, flash, no signal
Signal condition Normal, abnormal, no signal
Direction divided facility Island, marking, none
Roadside marking Yes, no
Climate Sunny or cloudy, rainy, other
Light condition With light, no light

Accident (decision attribute)

Accident type Bump into bridge or architecture (198)b

Bump into road facility (1564)
Bump into non-fixed object (17)
Bump into work zone (21)
Off-road (297)
Rollover (93)
Other (126)
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a Regular road facility excluded.
b Sample size of the accident type.

aper where LEM2 (Grzymala-Busse, 1992; Grzymala-Busse
nd Werbrouck, 1998) is embedded to generate a minimum rule
et covering all objects.

.2. Results of rough set analysis

The results of rough set analysis consist of five parts:
ule generation, quality of approximation, rule validation, rule
escription and significance of condition attributes. The results
f the first three parts are summarized in Table 3.

.2.1. Rule generation
As shown in Table 3, the number of rules generated

ncreases with the completeness of the specified condition
ttributes. Since all the condition attributes are categorical vari-
bles, the incorporation of any additional condition attribute
ith n categories would expand the possible classifications n
imes. However, while the quality of approximation is much
nhanced, the number of rules does not increase proportionally
ut only with limited growth. This implies that the condition
ttributes included are valid enough to classify the accident

n
w
i

ypes and that some patterns do exist for the SAV accidents
n Taiwan rather than all SAV accidents being regarded as
nique.

.2.2. Quality of approximation
The accuracy of approximation for rollover and bump-into-

on-fixed object accidents is extremely low, except when all
ondition attributes are included. However, the accuracy of
pproximation for the bump-into-bridge accidents, off-road
ccidents, and other accident types can be increased to 30–40%
f B&E factors are combined with either driver characteristics
r trip characteristics. This can be raised to 70% or even 80% if
ll condition attributes are included. Roughly speaking, bump-
nto-facility and work zone are the most definable accident types,
hile bump-into-bridge, off-road, and other accident types are
oderately definable accident types, and rollover and bump-

nto-non-fixed object are the least definable accident types.

The quality of classification is proportional to the complete-

ess of selected attributes. Approach 7 shows the highest quality,
hile Approach 2 shows the lowest. B&E factors show the most

mportant attributes for the quality of classification partly due
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Table 3
Rough set results

Approach Accident type Generated rules Accuracy (%) Quality of classification (%) Hit rate (%) Overall hit rate (%)

1
Da

↓
A

Bridge

104

0.19

3.02

4.55

6.30

Facility 2.26 5.05
Non-fixed obj. 0.00 11.76
Work 0.00 23.81
Off-road 0.51 4.04
Rollover 0.11 12.90
Other 0.50 21.43

2
T
↓
A

Bridge

38

0.00

0.26

0.00

4.62

Facility 0.26 1.73
Non-fixed obj. 0.00 23.53
Work 0.00 23.81
Off-road 0.00 11.11
Rollover 0.00 27.96
Other 0.00 9.52

3
B
↓
A

Bridge

508

7.52

38.69

21.21

25.60

Facility 31.59 27.88
Non-fixed obj. 1.59 29.41
Work 9.66 23.81
Off-road 7.88 21.21
Rollover 2.34 24.73
Other 4.96 15.08

4

D
↓
T
↓
A

Bridge

474

1.68

20.16

20.20

20.60

Facility 16.47 21.93
Non-fixed obj. 0.97 0.00
Work 0.76 23.81
Off-road 3.38 19.53
Rollover 1.77 18.28
Other 1.31 11.11

5

D
↓
B
↓
A

Bridge

766

39.89

74.65

16.67

42.01

Facility 67.78 53.45
Non-fixed obj. 19.64 0.00
Work 79.17 9.52
Off-road 41.39 22.90
Rollover 17.39 21.51
Other 30.22 11.11

6

T
↓
B
↓
A

Bridge

787

31.29

70.68

19.19

39.21

Facility 64.05 49.36
Non-fixed obj. 8.43 0.00
Work 45.95 14.29
Off-road 33.96 21.55
Rollover 18.38 18.28
Other 21.11 11.11

7

D
↓
T
↓
B

Bridge

808

74.68

92.88

12.63

51.38

Facility 90.57 69.69
Non-fixed obj. 41.94 5.88
Work 100.00 23.81
Off-road 80.65 17.51

t fact

t
i
y
a
F
3
i
i

b
s
h

↓
A

Rollover 66.39
Other 69.81

a D: driver characteristics; T: trip characteristics; B: behavior and environmen

o their wide coverage of affecting factors, which are also prox-
mal factors. Each dimension alone (Approaches 1–3) does not
ield a good quality of classification. If at least two dimensions
re combined, the quality of classification is much enhanced.

or example, the quality of classification for B&E alone is
8.69%. However, it is raised to 70.68% by merely combining
t with trip characteristics in which only two more attributes are
ncluded.

i
a
r
f

9.68
6.35

ors; A: accidents.

These results suggest that accidents should not be resolved
y single factor, but by a chain of factors. Previous countermea-
ures focused mostly on B&E proximal factors. It is effective;
owever, to further improve road safety, all factors associated

n the factor chain may need to be taken into serious consider-
tion. Furthermore, neglecting factors in a chain may result in
ather different stories and blur the interactions among accident
eatures.
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.2.3. Rule validation
The 10-fold cross-validation technique is used to conduct

alidation test of classification results. The hit rate, i.e. the
ercentage of correct prediction, for the bump-into-facility acci-
ents can be improved by up to 70% when all condition attributes
re considered. On the other hand, the hit rates for the remain-
ng accident types all range from 0 to 20 or 30%. This suggests
hat the occurrence of a bump-into-facility accident may follow
imilar paths and is more predictable. But for other accident
ypes, the rules generated from their training cases may not be
epresentative since their occurrences are mostly random.

The higher the quality of approximation, the higher the over-
ll hit rate and the hit rate for the bump-into-facility accidents.
et, the bump-into-bridge and bump-into-non-fixed object acci-
ents show the highest hit rate in Approach 3, which consists
f B&E proximal factors only and reveals the unexpected and
andom characteristics of these kinds of accidents. Its hit rate
ecomes lower if other condition attributes are included. These
esults suggest that except for the bump-into-facility accidents
here more information is useful, different accident types have

heir corresponding useful condition attributes. For example, the
ondition attributes of driver characteristics are useful for the
ump-into-work zone and the other accident types, and those
f trip characteristics are useful for rollover accidents. All these
esults are helpful for devising adequate countermeasures.

The classification results show that most of the bump-into-
ridge, bump-into-facility, off-road and rollover accidents
re assigned to the bump-into-facility accident type and
east into the bump-into-non-fixed and bump-into-work zone
ccident types. This suggests that, while most accidents are
ssociated with some critical condition attributes which lead
o the similar classification pattern, bump-into-non-fixed and
ump-into-work zone accidents are related to very distinctive
haracteristics. This also implies that some similarities may
xist in the occurrence of the bump-into-bridge, bump-into-
acility, off-road and rollover types since they are all related to
oad geometry and driving environments. These similarities are
he reasons for the low hit rates for the bump-into-bridge and
ff-road accident types, since they can be easily assigned to the
ump-into-facility accidents due to the fact that the sample size
or the bump-into-facility accident type outweighs theirs. As a
onsequence, more rules associated with the occurrence of the
ump-into-facility accident type are generated and dominate the
lassification pattern. On the other hand, the remaining accident
ypes, such as the bump-into-non-fixed object, are more closely
elated to driver characteristics and are relatively unique.

.2.4. Description of significant rules
Rules are generated from the accident database by rough set

heory, and the significant rules for each accident type are shown
n Table 4. The rule strength – the number of accident cases
atching the rule – for most accident types is small except for

he bump-into-facility type. The highest strength for most types

s about 3 or 4. This shows the uniqueness of those accident
ypes, especially, the infrequent and stochastic occurrences of
he bump-into-non-fixed objects. Interestingly, the derived fac-
or chain shows that a drinking driver without regular license

c
a
c
c

s and Prevention 39 (2007) 629–637

xhibits a relatively high possibility of being involved in bump-
nto-non-fixed object accidents on a secondary road without
oadside marking and light.

The most significant rule for the bump-into-work zone sug-
ests that there is a relatively high risk when a driver approaches
ork zone on a road with speed limit less than 50 km/h around
idnight. This information suggests that more effective and suf-
cient work zone traffic controls should be installed, particularly

n the dark work zone on those secondary roads. The rule reflects
he fact that, to save cost, it is often the case that safety measures
re not properly implemented, especially on rural secondary
oads.

For rollover accidents, two significant rules describe young
orking people who are driving during off-peak period as being
ore likely involved in the rollover accidents, probably due to

he low traffic and high speed.
Four significant rules for the bump-into-bridge accidents

escribe two conditions: drinking driving under normal road
nvironment and sober drivers under abnormal road environ-
ent. Specific deficiencies exist on both conditions for this

ccident type. This shows the necessity for the government to
revent this type of accident by improving the road environment
r raising the penalties for drinking driving.

The derived factor chain for off-road accidents shows that
tudent drivers who are young and less experienced exhibit a rel-
tively high possibility of being involved in off-road accidents.
his result echoes the graduated licensing scheme currently
xisting in many countries (Simpson, 2003). Moreover, the fac-
or chain shows that the corresponding driving environment is
ormal, i.e. no particularly unfavorable factors such as drink-
ng driving or poor sight distance appear on the chain. Since
ther driving groups such as working people do not show sim-
lar accident patterns as off-road accident type, the government
hould seriously consider educating student drivers to enhance
heir situational awareness of driving environment and reduce
heir risk-driving behavior on roads.

The rule with the highest strength goes to bump-into-facility
ccidents. It describes 35 employed sober drivers rather than
tudents driving on an island-divided road segment where the
urface was wet and there were no obstructions within 15 m.
he wet surface denotes lower friction on road surfaces that

ncrease the difficulty of handling vehicles. Meanwhile, drivers
enerally might slow down their driving speed to maintain
ehicles at an “acceptable” speed. Therefore, the extremely high
upporting evidence may imply that those drivers overestimated
heir driving skills and underestimated the risk of the decrease
n surface friction.

.2.5. Significance of condition attributes
The significance of condition attributes is measured by their

resence on the derived rules. When a condition attribute shows
p more frequently in the rules, it is more likely being used to
escribe the occurrence of accidents and hence is more signifi-

ant in distinguishing accident types. The presence of a condition
ttribute is represented with presence percentage which is cal-
ulated by summing up its presence in each rule weighted with
ases of the associated rule divided by total cases. Here, only
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Table 4
Description of significant rules

Accident type Rule descriptiona

Bump into facility (35)b
Driver: working people
Behavior: not drinking
Environment: road segment; median island; wet surface; no obstruction within 15 m

Off-road (7)
Driver: regular license; student
Environment: speed limit 51–79; median marking; with roadside marking; with light

Bump into bridge or architecture (4)

Driver: middle-aged; working people
Behavior: drinking
Environment: speed limit less than 50; collision position rather than intersection, segment and ramp; with roadside
marking

Behavior: drinking; cell phone use unknown
Environment: flash signal; no roadside marking; dry surface

Driver: young; working people
Trip: other trip purpose; between midnight and daybreak
Behavior: not drinking
Environment: no signal; median marking; with roadside marking; with light; poor sight distance

Behavior: not drinking
Environment: collision position rather than intersection, segment and ramp; pavement rather than asphalt; no
directional-divided facility; no roadside marking; no obstruction within 15 m

Bump into work zone (4)
Driver: male; regular license type; unknown occupation
Trip: during midnight to daybreak
Environment: speed limit less than 50; asphalt pavement; no signal; obstruction within 15 m

Rollover (3)

Driver: young; working people
Trip: social trip; night offpeak
Behavior: not drinking
Environment: median marking

Driver: young; male; regular license type; working people
Trip: day offpeak
Environment: speed limit less than 50; regular signal

Bump into non-fixed object (2)
Driver: other license type
Behavior: drinking; cell phone use unknown

an 50

t
t
M
t
m

F

Environment: speed limit less th

a Please refer to Table 2 for the details of condition attributes.
b The value represents the rule strength.

he rules derived from Approach 7 are adopted in the calcula-

ion since Approach 7 shows the most satisfactory performance.

oreover, since condition attributes with more categories tend
o distinguish accident types more effectively, comparisons are

ade on those with same number of categories. As shown in

r
t
h
t

Fig. 2. Presence percentage o
; no roadside marking; no light

ig. 2, gender, roadside marking and light condition; speed limit,

oad shape and directional divided facility; age, occupation, trip
ime and drinking condition are those attributes with a relatively
igher presence percentage among all condition attributes with
wo, three and four or more categories, respectively.

f condition attributes.
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. Discussion

Taking advantages of rough set, this research implemented
he idea that the occurrence of an accident is a series of errors or

ishandling. The illustrated case shows that it is feasible to apply
ough set theory to analyze the links among affecting factors
nd accident types. The proposed factor structure can be easily
ransformed and extended based on an analyst’s knowledge and
is/her on-hand accident databases. Any factor structures can be
ested by similar steps proposed in this research. In addition, a
arge number of condition attributes were included without any
rior judgments except when being grouped with respect to the
emporal and logical sequence of the occurrence of an accident.

condition attribute was dropped only when the removal did
ot have any impact on defining accident types. In our empir-
cal study, only one redundant condition attribute (pavement

aterial) was found when all the attributes were included. This
rocedure differs from conventional statistical approaches where
on-significant attributes are usually immediately dropped and
re sometimes claimed to have no impact on the occurrence of
n accident.

Rules generated from rough sets provide fruitful information
escribing conditions under which certain type of accidents may
ccur. For example, as mentioned in the previous section, the
ost significant rule for the bump-into-work zone suggests that

here is a relatively high risk when a driver approaches work zone
n a road with speed limit less than 50 km/h around midnight.
hen it comes to employment of the modern ITS technologies

FHWA, 2006), specific warning messages could be devised and
ent to the drivers conforming to this particular scenario; con-
equently, the potential accidents could be prevented. In short,
he derived rules have the potential to distribute the right infor-

ation to the right drivers at the right time for them to be able
o act properly.

On the other hand, hundreds of rules were generated in the
nd, which makes it difficult for analysts to conclude which rules
r accident patterns are the most significant. This result may
artly come from the fact that some accident types, such as the
ump-into-non-fixed object accidents or rollover accidents, are
o stochastic and unique, and partly from the lack of detailed
nformation about drivers’ characteristics in the database that
inder the possibility of more effectively recognizing accident
haracteristics. Despite the fact that these accident types are
he least definable and the least classifiable, some protective

easures still can be implemented to reduce the accident possi-
ility and severity such as preventing animals crossing roads or
ncreasing the strength of the vehicle roof. On the other hand, the

ost definable and recognizable accident type – the bump-into-
acility accidents – is regarded as being preventable. In addition,
he bump-into-bridge and off-road accidents showing similar
lassification patterns as the bump-into-facility accidents, are
lso expected to be preventable.

In order to find representative rules for occurrence of those

voidable accident types, more advanced rough set models,
uch as the hybrid approach combining rough set with genetic
rogramming (McKee and Lensberg, 2002), can be adopted
n future research. However, for the low-performing (unpre-

B

C

s and Prevention 39 (2007) 629–637

ictable) accident types which are highly related to driver
haracteristics and unpredictable environment conditions (i.e.
on-fixed objects), more related data need to be collected for
urther study. Meanwhile, instead of preventing accidents, mea-
ures for reducing the negative effects of those unpredictable
ccidents may be more effective and are worth investigating.

The estimation results showed that the accuracy of approxi-
ation, the quality of approximation and the hit rates could be

ramatically enhanced by considering at least two sets of condi-
ion attributes while the inclusion of overall condition attributes
enerally gave the most satisfactory quality of classification.
his suggests that collecting more detailed data on some spe-
ialties rather than aimlessly increasing survey items is more
ffective. Nonetheless, additional attributes are welcomed and
ould be collected and examined by testing their redundancy
nd their effect on the accuracy of approximation, quality of
pproximation as well as hit rates to determine whether they are
orthwhile.

. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a research framework inte-
rated with rough set to analyze the information provided
y accident databases. The existence of accident patterns for
aiwan 2003 single auto-vehicle accidents and their major dif-
erences and similarities are demonstrated. Overall, we have
ucceeded in applying rough set in mining some information
rom an accident database that provides a lot of messages for
ffective accident-prevention decision-making.

This research is a new attempt to apply rough set as a com-
lementary tool for accident analyses. A lot of information is
till embedded in the derived rules that might provide useful
nowledge for researchers and analysts and requires further
xploration. Meanwhile, different accident types such as multi-
ehicle accidents can be examined with similar approaches.
dvanced models, however, should be considered in the future

o improve and to address the issues related to performance of
ule extraction and case validation.
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